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Share this article To say I'm in Phetchaburi or I'm in Bangkok, for example, would you choose to choose in or in good? To be honest, both in/in are intentions or intentions that are common when used in spaces. Today, we have a way of remembering the simple use of these two words, and
it is included in a small place somewhere. Like their own house. Friends House The house is a department store, school, university, library, etc. Chulalongkorn University is located at 254 Phayathai Street, Pathumwan, Bangkok 10330. Studied at Chulalongkorn University, I will read books
in the library. He studied in Bangkok, lives in America. I live on the island. I live on an island. Precautions When it comes to sea, it can sometimes be used both at and up, but the concept is different. Let's meet at the beach. Use this to mean the area of the beach. Any part of it can be a car
park, hallway, etc. Let's meet at the beach. Use in inside the sandy area on the beach, or in other cases. If the province/city in which we live is an island like Phuket, Samui, etc. His choice will depend on which part of the area we are focused on when we want to emphasize that the place is
an island as I live in Phuket. When we use in, we are more focused on the name of the place as I live in Phuket. Learning English When you start grammar or grammar, many people may get bored or impressive. But learning a language has to come with grammar. To be able to apply the
knowledge to the next level or apply it in other cases. Here are some things in English that help you learn English and apply it more comprehensible. Follow us to gain more knowledge. atheoretical (adj) Irrelevant or missing a theoretical basis atichart [a-t-chad] (n) casting, better casting,
looking for good vaginal flutter (n) an abnormal heart rate that occurs in the atria of the heart. rate or tachycardia (beats above 100 per minute), and falls into the category of tachycardia hyperaliths. While this rate occurs most often in people with cardiovascular disease (e.g. hypertension,
coronary heart disease, and cardiomyopathy), it can occur spontaneously in people with different normal hearts. It is not usually a constant rhythm, and often degenerates into atrial fibrillation (AF). However, they rarely persist for months to years. Vaginal flutter was first recognized as an
independent medical condition in 1920 by British doctor Sir Thomas Lewis (1881-1945) and fellow attention disorder (n) Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder in a hat drop| Idiom Amer.| suddenly, quickly, in the blink of an eye (if this involves help, translate that with a willingness) as I
wonder who can fix my computer? He'll come in a drop of a hat. in sixes and sevens (phrase) confusion, confusion, chaos as this company has stayed in sixes and sevens. Athlete's foot bite, Hong Kong leg, S. Tinea pedis, participant (n) Participants (in meetings, events), S. consequent
attention deficit disorder(n) ADHD, as according to the National Institute of Mental Health, attention deficit disorder (ADD) is a legitimate psychological condition. Signal weakness (from a distance) Attorney General(n) Minister of Justice (U.S.) It is done with the cooperation of many people
or multiple parties. It is help to complete work on (AT), an acronym used by IBM to replace advanced technology, which means advanced technology. 80286 named the computer that came on the market, IBM AT in &amp;; t, represents the American telephone and telegraph company,
referring to the American telephone and telegraph company. The company's work comes for the computer industry, where computers today send information and news between computers together. Use telephone lines as means (mainly related to data communication) in preparation 1 (at).
When, on, close, to, when, enough, power (work, play), in condition, busy with, with (speed screen) at 2 (ars) n., (pl. at) The Lao currency is equal to 1/100 hoof at home (at home) n. Welcoming visitors home to .m.abbr. atomic mass at. no.abbr. atomic number at. wt.abbr. atomic weight
ataghan (at'tagan) n. yataghan ataraxia (at-first'sia, -c) n. -ataratic, ataxic adj. (the atheist (n) atheist atheist (n) who atheistic (adj) atheistic athirst (adj) thirst, desire, strong desire athlete (n) athletic athlete, ad J) Strong, Muscular, Agile, Sports, Sports (n) Sports, Athwart (pre) Cross, At birth,
Atacamitis Atacamite, Atabrina Atacamite, Atabaca Atacapite, Source - Usually found in areas where copper ore is located at the top of the rotten ore line (Weathering) has been found in Tin Huai Luang and Huai Mae Sapao Mines, Tak Province. He was found in the area. The mineral line
passes into limestone and slate, which is very rotten. Existing copper ore is converted into atacame. [The environment] Atanasoff-berry computer was developed in the late 1930s by Dr. John Vincent Atanasoff. Professor of Physics and Mathematics at Iowa State University, along with
student Clifford Berry [computer] Atatax Ataax [Medicine] Ataxia Ataxia; Atagcia, Symptoms? A trace? A physiology? A walk? I'm tired. Depression? Lack of ability to shift distances and gentle uniformity; Ataccia; Incoherent Muscle? Taggsia; Illness with therapy; Muscle Ingestion [Medical]
Ataxia, Motor Walking To The Path Where Pathology [Medical] Ataxia, Progressive Locomotor, Professionals, Metaconceives [ Medicine] Ataxia, Trunal Trunk, Shocking in Medicine [Medical] Ataxia, Body, Trunk, Impressive ( If the best optimism as soon as possible (n phrase) as soon as
possible, the ATF (n) the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms also see: S. Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Tobacco, and Firearms, Atame [uniq] two sharp knives both left and right. , the economy, and the army. International in Western Europe and North America See also: R. Atlanticism
ATM (automatic cashier machine) (n) in A.M. individuality (n) solidarity attached (n) the solidarity of the robbers attacked the party. atA large ship is moored near here. Sometimes, sometimes, Ant. Always, Uniform, Example: But maybe the farmers kept it together before they broke up. In
some cases, [DET] at some point, Syn. in some cases, Ant. In all cases, example: In some cases, import taxes on unfinished items returned have a higher percentage than the final product. ATM[N] automatic cashier machine, see also: ATM kiosk, ATM exit, Example: An assailant broke
into an ATM in the hope of stealing cash, Thai definition. Automatic Money Distributor Participants[N] participant in a meeting, See also: participant in a meeting, Syn. Attendees, Example: Muslim scholars do not eat and drink water during the day because they are still in the fasting period
during Ramadan, counting unit: People inside the mind [N] in the heart, See also: inside (one) in one's mind, Syn. , for example: When you're discouraged, you torture your heart, and you tell her I'm still on your side. First phase[ADV] at the beginning, See also: first, initial, Syn. Early stage,
early stages, early stages, ant. Later, for example: Early-stage investments have a major problem: most organizations don't yet know how to use the computer. This phase[N] right now, See also: now, Syn. This site, now, this time, Example: I've been busy lately, so I'll have to wait about two
months so I can work for you, Thai definition: Time while talking and in close time, watch [V] attend a ceremony, Example: Cadets attended the opening ceremony of Phanom Rung Historic Park in Buriram , Thailand definition: Participation in the ceremony At that moment, See also: at that
time, Syn. At that time, a respected person persuaded him to join his procession from the cloth forest. [ADV] randomly, See also: random, perfunctory, Syn. Ming, Mission Dej, Example: Often she likes to speak naughty without knowing what the truth is, Thai definition: (mouth) ah[v.] (ā) EN:
decorate the gag[n.] (abāiyamuk) EN: way to hell; profession? occupation[n.] (āchīwa) EN; air conditioning FR: air conditionné [m]; Ammonium nitrate[n. exp.] (aēmmōnīem naithrēt) EN: ammonium nitrate FR: nitrate [m] imitation[v.] (aňp-āng) EN: claim, pretend that something is true FR:
affirmeer; prétendre? soutenir (que) peep[v. exp.] (aēp dū) EN: peep in peek; steal a look at FR: épier; Astatine[n.] (aňtthāthīn = aňsthāthīn) EN: astatine FR: astate [m] [jiù] ㄐㄧㄡˋ, ]immediately? I'm sorry. Is that all? only (emphasis)? already? already? I don't know. I'm sorry. Well, then? in
this case? As many? even if? to approach? move on; Can we take over? to participate? to suffer? to benefit? to benefit? to #18 advantage of; [mù qián, ㄇㄨˋ ㄑㄧㄢˊ, ل ل] for the time being; currently, #137 [Add to Longdo] 当[dàng, ㄉㄤˋ, 当 / 當] in or in the same...? on the pawn? Is it
appropriate? adequate? placement? Is it appropriate? replacement? represent, #165 [Add to Longdo] at the same ㄊㄨㄥˊ ㄕˊ time? at the same #168 the [Add to Longdo] 到了[dào le, ㄉㄠˋ ㄌㄜ, 到了] at last? Is that it? In the end? Is he here? when the subj. arrives at a location or time,
#388 [Add to Longdo] Pass? Achieve? Achieve? Realize? Clear? Did I call? dignity, #422 [Add to Longdo] 终[zhōng yú, ㄓㄨㄥ ㄩˊ, 终/終於] at last? In the end? I don't know. finally, #517 [Add to Longdo] [chū, ㄔㄨ, ] at the beginning? (in) the beginning? I don't know. I don't know. basic,
#1,037 [Add to Longdo] لل [shňn biān, ㄕㄣ ㄅㄧㄢ, ل 邊] at his side, #1,118 [Add to Longdo] 选[xu?n shđu, ㄒㄩㄢˇ ㄕㄡˇ, 选選 contestant, #1,210 [Add to Longdo] 頭[ atama] (n) The head of the new blowjobs[,atatakai] (adj) Hot, hot, nioso, atene] (n) Athens 厚 Hot 暑 [adj] hot (used 暑ل ل / 
in the air as today's weather) English advance: advance 当 the payment of English[ Guess the yakuru [Cumshot, atsumeru] Thai: Collect English: to collect 当 the staff were very friendly and helpful. It's just English: normal (a) 当 [ر,atarinae] Thai: Normal 当 눉The staff were very friendly and
helpful. Normal English: ordinary 充 [cumshot, ate thai: Create English: to set aside the blowjobs[لz,aaeru] Thai: Definition (e.g. variable setting) English: to give 与 ل, aaeru] Thai: Offer English: to present 扱[Cumshot, atsukau] Thai : English handle: to handle atemlos(adj) gasp, lack of
breath, See also: S. keuchen, nach Luft ringen, Arbeitsplatz(n) |der, pl. Arbeitsplätze| Christlich Demokratische Union Deutschlands, a political party in Germany Daten(n) |pl| Info, See also: die Angaben Einsatz(n) |der, pl. Einsätze| Applications, Application of Information(n) |die, pl.
Informationen| Information(n) information |pl.|, See also die Information Monat(n) |der, Plate| month Monate(n) |pl.|, See also: der Monat Platz(n) |der, pl. Plätze| seats, place, empty atemberaubuend {adj} (adj adv) pretty much forgotten, very attractive c'est chaud! attraper/prendre Colds,
cold infections, See also: S. s'enrhumer, être enrhume(e), faire de la natation(vt) swimming or swimming, See also: S. nager à la piscine, faire du patin à glace (vt). Faire du théâtre (vt) ice rink plays Etats-Unis(n) |pl.| USA, such as je vais aux Etats-Unis. I went to America , See also: adj.
americain nationalité(n) |f| nationality(n) |f| Naming, aller en bateau, boating, See also: aller chaton,-s(n) Baby cat, kitten, see also: S.chat(te) Picture: 剕 ashikiri] (n) (arch) (see ل刑) cutting the leg on the knee (form of punishment in ancient China) [Add to Longdo] 嘈囃;う囃[うざつ,
souzatsu] (n,vs) (obsc) (嘈囃 sometimes read لل ) (See 胸焼) heartburn; sour stomach [Add to Longdo] 噯;噯;噫;噯(iK)[び(噯;噯)噯 噫 噯; aiki (tsmuto ki ; ai ki ; tsutomu ki )] (n) (uk) belch; A ruin? belching [Add to Longdo] 夔鏡;ل鏡[ほうう, kihoukyou] (n) (obsc) (see ل凰) intricately engraved
ancient bronze or iron mirror featuring a pair of firebirds [Add to Longdo] 夔ほうも ل, kihoumon] (n) (obsc) inscription of a fantastic birdlike creature found in Yin and Zhou dynasty bronze utensils etc. 嬥 ل, kagai[ (n) (arch) (see ل垣) ritual song and dance gathering of young men and women
[Add to Longdo] 巋(oK)[لぜ, kizen] (adv-to,adj-t) (arch) in particular; towering to a large extent [Add to Longdo] 柃(oK)[ひ ل;ひ ل; لل  (ok);K;o7, hisakaki ; hisagi ; ichisakaki (ok); hisakaki] (n) (uk) Eurya japonica (kind of evergreen related to sakaki) [Add to Longdo] 栟;併(iK)[ぴ 2 ;[ ; pin'in ,[ل ل
pin'in] (n) PinYin (Chinese romanization system) (chi [Add to Longdo] 桫欏(oK);杪欏(oK)[ل;Mゴ (n) (uk) Cyathea spinulosa (kind of fern) [Add to Longdo] 10演算演算[10ざ 10 shin'enzanshi] decimal operator [Add to Longdo] 10◊[10ほう, 10 shinhou] decimal, decimal notation [Add to ل ل , 
Longdo] 1つう対. ni ru-to ka] (link, route) redundancy [Add to Longdo] 20局[لじ لل , nijikyoku] secondary station [Add to Longdo] 20−5 ل[2 ل5 ل لほう, 2 tibia-5 shinhou] notation [Add to Longdo] 2ل°@期 ل うつう 2 لل ,  shin de-ta doukitsuushin] binary modern communication [Add to
Longdo] 2演算[2 لざ, 2 shin'enzan] binary arithmetic function [Add to Longdo] 2010表⽰表⽰うじほうひ 2 shinka 10 shinhyoujihou] binary-coded decimal representation [Add to Longdo] 210ل لل [aaeru ,ل ほう, 2 shinka 1 shinhou] binary-encoded decimal notation [Add to Longdo] 与ل10ل[2
-geben [Add to Longdo] 息[لゅう لل  , kyuusoku] Atempause , -Pause [Add to Longdo] 価[ لل , atai] Preis, Wert [Add to Longdo] 充 ل, zuweisen, verwenden [Add to Longdo] 厚[ لつ, atsui] -dick, herzlich [Add to Longdo] 厚紙[لつل, atsugami] Pappel [Add to Longdo] لل [げل, genshi] Atom
[Add to Longdo] ل電所[げ لل لつで Atomkraftwerk [Add to Longdo] [Add to Longdo] ل[げ لل , gens shikaku] Atomkern [Add to Longdo] لل炉[げろ , genshiro] Atomreaktor [Add to Longdo] From the collaborative international dictionary of English v.0.48 [gcide] : in \At\, preparation. [ae]t; similar
to OHG. az, Goth., OS., &amp; Icel. at, Sw. [*a]t, Dan. &amp; L. ad.] Primarily, this word expresses the relationships of presence, proximity to location or time, or direction to; like, at the ninth hour? at home? target a sign. Is it less clear than in or up? home can be in or near the house. From
this initial introduction come all the various uses of at. Expresses: [1913 Webster] 1. A relationship of proximity or presence to something or onto it; Like, at the door? in your shop, at home; at school; in the hand; at sea and on land. [1913 Webster] 2. The relationship of a state or condition.
Like, in the war? in peace; Comfortable? at your service, fault; free; at risk; disadvantaged. [1913 Webster] 3. The relationship between certain jobs or action; busy with? such as, when engraving; livestock farming; in the game? at work; meat (food)? Except puns. [1913 Webster] 4. The
relationship of a point or position in a series, or grade, percentage, or value; like, with the thermometer at 80[deg]; goods sold at a cheap price; a country estimated at 10,000 square miles; life is short for the longest time. [1913 Webster] 5. Relationships of time, age or class. Like, at ten
o'clock? twenty-one? immediately; in the beginning. [1913 Webster] 6. Relationships of source, opportunity, logic, consistency or effect; like, in sight? in this news? Cheerful at nothing? in this declaration; under his command. to demand, to demand, to receive, to deserve, to endure in your
hands. [1913 Webster] 7. Direction relationship to an object or edge. Like, look at it? to point to one? target a signal; To strike, shoot, nod, taunt, laugh at each one. [1913 Webster] Webster] all}, {At home}, {At large}, {At last}, {At length}, {At ast}, etc. See {All}, {Home}, {Large}, {Last} (phrase
and syn.), {Length}, {Once}, etc., {In this}, busy or actively engaged. {At least}. See {Less} and {However}. {In one}. See {In one}, in the vocabulary. [1913 Webster] Syn: {In}, {at}. Usage: When the reference inside any place becomes protruding inside is used. Used before the names of
countries and cities (esp. major cities); Like, we live in America, New York, the South. In is usually used before the names of houses, institutions, villages, and small places; Like, Milton was educated at Christ's College; money received at the Customhouse; I saw him at the jeweler's. We live
in Beachville. It can be used before the name of a city when it is considered as a simple point of location. An English king was crowned in Paris. --Macaulay. Jean-Jacques Rousseau was born in Geneva, June 28, 1712. --J. Morley. As far as time is concerned, we say the time, the day, of
the year; as, at 9 o'clock, on the morning of 5 July, the year 1775. [1913 Webster] From wordnet (r) 3.0 (2006) [wn]: In n 1: a highly unstable radioactive element (the heaviest of the halogen series) uranium and thorium decomposition product [syn: {astatine}, {At}, {individual number 85}] 2:
100 to equal 1 kip in Laos from V.E.R.A. -- Virtual entity related acronyms (June 2013) [vera]: AT Advanced Technology (IBM, PC) From Latin-English FreeDict Dictionary ver. 0.1.1 [fd-lat-eng] : in but? however; however, still from Turkish-English FreeDict Dictionary ver. 0.2.1 [fd-tur-eng]: in
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